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cessing. The PSDL facilities for expressing timing constraints are simpler
than temporal logic because they are more restricted and are c l a w to the
concerns of the system designer.
An important goal of PSDL is to simplify the design Df systems with
hard real-time coostraints. The need for meeting real-time deadlines often
resultsin designs where code for coucepually unrelated tasks must be interleaved, complicating the design of such system.and making their implementations hard to understand [3]. PSDL handles this problem by presenting a high-level description in terms of networks of independent operators,
and allowing the interleaving of the code to be handled by an automatic
translator that generates lower level code. High-level syochronization is
handled by using dataflow streams to coordinate the arrival Of corresponding data values from diffmnt sources. Static scheduling of time-critical
operatom [6]eliminates the need for other kinds of explicit synchronization
by the system designer. Low-level synchmnktion primitives are needed in
the implementation of PSDL only for eosuring that the read and write
operatiom on data struuns are performed as atomic operations. Since those
primitives are needed in just one small and simple part of the code in the
PSDL execution support system, PSDL can be effectively s u p p o d by any
of the common mutual exclusion mechanisms provided by operating systems.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the semaotics of the real-time language
PSDL, which was designed for proto ing real-time systems.' We
focus on the aspects of the language %ting to hard real-time constraints, scheduling, and functional behavior. The main contributions of the paper are to present the aspects of PSDL that simplify
the description of real-time comtraints and to clarify the relationships between periodic and data driven operators and the interao
tions between timing and control c o w in a language that

combines these featws.

1. Introduction

PSDL is a language designed for clarifying the requirements of complex real-time systems, and for deteermining properties of proposed designs
for such systems by means of prototype execution. The language was
designed to simplify the description of such systems [lo]and to support a
prototyping method that relies on a novel decomposition criterion [8].
PSDL is also the basis for a computer-aided prototyping system [9]that
speeds up the prototyping process by exploiting reusable software components 171 and providing execution support [5,11,14]for high level constructs appropriate for describing large real-time systems in terms of an
appropriate set of abstractiom [l].
Real-time systems are M c u l t to specie and design. PSDL alleviates these problems by providinga simple high-level view of real-time systems. This paper describes the semantics of the aspects of PSDL relevant to
real-time constraints, scheduling, and the resulting functional behavior.
The semantics of the language are desuibed and illustrated with examples.
The main contributions of the paper are to clarify the meaning of PSDL and
to illuminate the relationships between periodic and data driven operators
and the interactions between timing and control conshaints. We also
describe some implicatioos for constructing scbedulers for high level realtime languages, and indicate some improvements to the current version of
the language.
Timing c d t s for systems modeled as finite state machines have
been classitied as maximum, minimum, and d u r a t i d [2].PSDL has facilities for expressing these types of comtraints. PSDL describes software
systems as Oetwoh of operators connected by data streams, and subject to
ming and conwol comtraints. operators can be either periodic or triggered
by the sporadic arrival of input data. A dataflow model of real-time systems where input data arrive only at fixed rates has been studied in [131.
Timing quirements affecting the s&ty of software system must be
specified before they can be verified. This paper addresses the problem of
specifjhg timing requirements in a way that allows the generation of an
executable prototype. The verification of safety assertions involving timing
constraints by meam of RTL (real-time logic) i s discussed in [41. T%e
PSDL syntax integrated with partial graphical notation is much easier for
designers to use compared to temporal logic, although the undedying
implementation must be in a formal form for mechanical or automated p m

2. The PSDL ComputatlondModel
The PSDL language is based on a computation model which treals
software systems as networks of operators communicating via data streams.
The computational model is an augmented direded graph

G = (V, E. TW, CW)
where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, T(v) is the set of timing
constraints for each vertex v, and q v ) is the set of control corstrainu, for
each vertex v. Each vertex is an operator and each edge is a data path
Each of the four components of the graph are described in more detail
below. Tbe semantics of a PSDL system description is determined by the
associated augmented graph and the ema antics of the operators a p p e h g in
the diagram.
2.1. Operators
AU PSDL operators are state machines. Some PSDL operators are
functions, i.e. machines with d y one state. When an operator h s , it
reads one data value f"each of its input stnam8, undergoes a state transition, and writes at most one data value into each of its output streams. The
output values can depend only on the wrent set of input values and the
c m n t state of the operator. State transitioos and ioput/output operatiom
on data streams can occur only when the associated operator fires. The
fuing of an operator is controlled by the ~ssociatedtindm and control
constraints. Operators can be triggered by the arrival of a set of input data
values or by a periodic temporal event.
2.2. Data Stream
PSDL operators communicate by means of named data streams. AU
PSDL data streams can carry both normal data values and tokens representing exceptions. AU of the normal data values carried by a Stream must be
iostances of a specified abstract data type associated with the stream.
A data path connects exactly one producer operator to exactly one
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consumer operator, corresponding to a single edge in the graph forming the
computational model. A data stream connects one or more producer operators to a single consumer operator, corresponding to a nonempty set of data
paths, all of which have the same name and consumer node. The producers
write data values into the stream while the consumer reads data values from
the stream.
As a notational convenience, PSDL allows the system designer to
describe netwodu where several operators read values from the same data
stream s. This is an abbreviation for an expanded network containing a distinct data stream s[i] for each consumer operation c[i], where the index i
ranges from one to the number of consumers. Each data stream s[i] in the
expanded network is a copy of the original stream s. The PSDL language
translator provides implicit copy operators which replicate the data values
written into the data stream s and distribute them to the data streams s[i].
The behavior of a binary copy operator is defined in Fig. 1. The copy
operator d e w the behavior of data streams with multiple consumers in
terms of data streams with a single consumer. The following discussion
assumes all data streams have just a single consumer.
There are two different kinds of data streams in PSDL, dataflow
streams and sampled streams. Dataflow streams are used in applications
where the values in the stream must not be lost or replicated and the firing
rates of the producers and consumer a
x the same, while sampled streams
are used in applications where a value must be available at all times and
values can be replicated without affecting their meaning.
The behavior of each type of data stream is defined in terms of the
input and output histories of the stream. AU read and write operations on
the same data stream are mutually exclusive in time, and occur in a welldefined order. For each stream s and time t let the input history in(s, t) be
the sequence of data values that were written into the stream s from the time
the system started operation up to time t. appearing in the order in which
they were written into the stream. Let the output history out(s, t) be the
sequence of data values that were read from the stream s from the time the
system started operation up to time t, appearing in the order in which they
were read from the stream. We will write input and output histories so that
the oldest data elements appear on the left and the most recent o m appear
on the right.
I f s is a dataflow stream then the relation between the input history of
s and the output history of s is described by the following formula in ordinary first order logic,
AU t: time, s': sequence [in@,t) = (out(s, t) II s') & length@')v 1 ]
where "11" denotes sequence concatenation. The formula says the output
history of the stream is always a prefix of the input history, and that the
length of the two sequences can differ by at most one. The sequence of
data values s' represents the contents of the buffer implementing the data
stream at the time t, since it contains the data values that have been written
into the data stream but not yet read out. Consequently, dataflow streams
can be implemented as FIFO queues of length one.
Dataflow streams guarantee that each of the data values written into
the stream is read exactly once, unless the entire computation temhates
with a non-empty queue for some stream. Computation sequences that
would require a value to be written into a full queue or to be read from an
empty queue are invalid, and result in an error message. Fig. 2 illustrates
the relation between the input history of a dataflow stream and the output
history of the stream. Part (a) shows the sequence of values written into the
integer stream s up to the time t, and 0)and (c) show the two possible
sequences of values that may be read from the stream s up to the time t. AU
other sequences are illegal output histories for the stream s up to the timet.
I f s is a sampled stream then the sequence of distinct values read from
a sampled stream is a subsequence of the input history of the stream. This
allows some of the values written into the stream to be lost or replicated if

(a) in(s, t) = (1.21
(b) out@,t) = [ l ] (legal)
(c) out& t) = [I, 21 (legal)

Fig. 2 Behavior of a Dataflow Stream
that is required to meet timing constraints, as is commonly necessary in
asynchronous systems. More precisely, a sampled stream s satisfies the
relation
AU t: time [ subsequence(distinct(out(s, t)), in@,
t)) ]
where the relation "subsequence" is defined by the following properties:
subsequence([ 1, s) =true
subsequence([x] I1 s, [ 1) = false
subsequence([x] II s, [y] II s') =
if x = y then subsequence(s, s') else subsequence([x] II s, s')
and the function "distinct" is defined by the following properties:
if kngth(s) <= 1 then distinct(s) = s
distinct([x, y] II s) =
if x = y then distinct([x] II s) else [XI II distinct([y] 11 s)
Subsequence(s1, s2) is true if the elements of the sequence SI are embedded
in the sequence s2 in the same order, conesponding to standard mathematical usage. For example, subsequence([l, 31, [I, 2, 31) = true. Distinct(s) is
a sequence containing the same data values as the sequence s, in the same
order, where each block of adjacent identical data values has been replaced
by a single copy of the data value. For example, distinct([l, 1, 1, 2, 21) =
[ I , 21.
Rg. 3 illustrates the relationship between the values written into a
sampled stream and the values read from the stream. Part (a) shows the
sequence of values that have been written into an integer data stream up to a
particular time t, while (b) and (c) show possible sequences of values read
from the stream up to time t. In (b) input values have been lost and in (c)
they have been replicated. Part (d) shows a sequence of values that could
not be read from the sequence up to time t, because the order of the values
is not preserved. Sampled streams can be implemented by a memory cell
holding the value most recently written into the stream. Computation
sequences that would require a value to be read from an uninitialized sampled stream are invalid, and result in an error message. Firrors of this type
can be avoided by declaring initial values for streams.
Both kinds of data streams preserve the order of the data values they
carry. This meam data values cannot pass each other in a data stream.
More precisely, if the value XI was read from the stream s before the value
x2 was read from s, then it is impossible for x l to have been written into s
later than x2.

2.3. Timing Constraints
Any PSDL operator can have timing constraints associated with it.
An operator is time-critical if it has at least one timing constraint associated w i it,~ and is non time-critical otherwise. The timing comtraints
together with the control constraints determine when the operator can be
fired, and when it must be fired. AU PSDL timing constraints Can be
represented by constants denoting lengths of time intervals. There are
several different kinds of timing constraints, which can be classified into
those that apply to all time-critical operators, those that apply only to operators triggered by periodic temporal events, and those that apply only to
operators triggered by the anival of new data. Temporal events occur at
(a) in(s, t) =[I, 21

OPERATOR copy
SPECIFICATION
GENERIC t: tvm
INPUTx: t
OUTPUT y, 2: t
AXIOMS { y = x & z = x )

(b) out(s, t) = [2] (legal)

<.

(c) out@,t) = [I, 1, I, 2, 21 (legal)
(d) out@,t) = [2, I] (illegal)

END
Fig. 1 Copy Operator

Fig.3 Behavior of a Sampled Stream
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specilied absolute times.
Every time-critical operator must have a maximum execution time
(MBT)to allow the construction of a static schedule. The MET of an
operator is an upper bound on the length of the execution interval @I) for
the operator. All of the aaions that may be required to fire an operator once
must fit into the execution interval. These actiom are listed below.
Reading values from input data streams.
(1)
(2) Evaluating triggering conditions.
(3) Calculating output values.
(4) Evaluating output guards.
( 5 ) writing values into output streams.
The execution interval for an operator does not include scheduling delays.
A scheduling delay is the time between the writing of a value into a data
stream by a producer operator and the reading of that value by the consumer operator.
Operators triggeEd by temporal events are periodic in PSDL. Every
periodic operator must have a paiOa (PERIOD)and may have a d e a d h e
(FINISH-WITHIN). ’Ibese two timing collstrpiotS pattially determine the
set of scheduling intervals (SI) for the operator. Each periodic operator
must be lired exactly once in each scheduling interval, and must complete
execution before the end of the scheduling interval. The period is the
length of time between the start of any scheduling interval and the start of
the next scheduling interval. The deadline is the le@
of each scheduling
interval. The starting time of the first scheduling interval for each operator
is determined by the static scheduler, subject to the scheduling constraints
described in section 2.4.

and
PERIOD + slack,
as illustrated in Fig. 5. If FINISH-WITHIN is not specified explicitly then
FINISH-WITHIN = MBT,
slack = 0,
and the time between the starting points of each pair of cowecutive execution intervals is exactly equal to the period.
Operators triggered by the arrival of new data values are sporadic.
Timing wnsdnts for sporadic operators are optiond. sporadic operators
with timing constraints must have both a maximum response time (MRT)
and a m&imum errllingperiod (MCP)in addition to an MET. The MRTis
an upper bound on the response time,while the MCP is a lower bound on
the calling period. The relation between these quantities is illustrated in
Fig. 6. SI[n] denotes the 0-th scheduling interval for the coosumer operator,
which is sporadic and time-critical. car[nl denotes the 0-th execution
interval for the CoDSumer operator, and PEI[n] denotes the n-th execution
interval for the producer operator, which is assumedhere to be time-critical
also. The “me
time associated with a consumer operator is meamxed
from the end of the execution interval for the producer operator of the
triggering data value to the end of the execution interval for the CoILSumer
operator of the triggering data value. la cases where the consumer operator
is triggered by a set of several data values (see TRIWERED BY ALL, section 2.4), the triggering data value is the elemeot of that set that was produced last.
Unlike the MET, the MRT includes a scheduling delay. The MRT
gives the length of the schednling interval. As discussed in section 3, the
static scheduler may not be able to use the entire scheduling interval if the
producer is non time-critical, because the e!nding time of the producer’s
execution interval is not lmown to the static scheduler in that case.
The calling period of an operator is the length of time between the
end of the execution interval for the producer of the triggering data value
and the end of the execution interval for the producer of the next triggering
data value. The calling period must not exceed the MCP. The MCP of an
operator constrains the behavior of the producers of the triggering data
values rather than consbrainingthe behavior of the operator itself. An MCP
cwsuaint is needed to allow the realization of a maximum respoose time
cwsuaint with a fixed amount of computational resources, via a limit on the
frequency with which new data can arrive. Violation of an MCP constraint
should result in a waming message. The absence of such violations can be

The relation between the timing comtraints, scheduling intervals, a
d
execution intervals for a periodic operator is illustrated in Fig. 4. The execution intervals and scheduling intervals in the diagram are indexed by
integers in the order of their ocwreoce. Thus SI[u] denotes the n-th
scheduling interval for the operator and BI[n] denotes the n-th execution
interval for the operator. The static scheduler takes the length of each execution interval to be equal to the maximum e x d m time to allow for
worst case conditions. If a time-critical operator completes before the end
of the execution interval reserved for it by the static scheduler. the remaining time in the execution interval is used by the dynamic scheduler for the
execution of a non time-critical operator.
Since each execution interval must be a subset of the corresponding
scheduling interval, every well-formed periodic operator must satisfy the
constraint
MET <= FINISH-WITHIN.
The degree of f”
enjoyed by the static scheduler is characterized by
the slack, which is dehed by
slacb: = FINISH-m.
The length of time between the start of an execution interval and the start of
the next execution interval can vary between
PERIOD - slack

-

execution starting point
1

1

a

-

I

x

c

b

Slack = FINISH-WITHIN - MET
a = period - slack
b = period + slack
a<=xeb
Fig. 5 scheduling Freedom for a Periodic Operator
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PEl[n]

I

FINISH-WITHIN

t=

PEI[n+l]

I
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calling period

PEI[nl = n-th producer execution interval
CElrnl = n-th consumer execution interval
Sl[nl = n-th scheduling interval

Sl[n] = n-th scheduling interval
El[n] = n-th execution interval
Fig. 4 Timing ComtmMa for a Periodic Operator

Fig. 6 Timing Constraints for a Sporadic Operator
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guaranteed a priori only if the producer of each t r i g g e a data value is
scheduled statically. An important case where such a guarantee is not possible occurs when the producer of the triggering data value is an
asynchronous active se".
2.4. Control Constraints

PSDL operators are subject to control constraints, which are used for
the following purposes:
Controlling operator execution.
Controlling output.
Controlling exaeptioas.
(4) Contmlling timers.
Exceptions and timers are beyond the scope of this paper, and are discussed
in [7].
Control constraints controlling operator execution are called triggering conditions. The forms of PSDL triggering conditions are shown in Fig.
7. A triggering condition has two parts, the trigger and the guard, both of
which are optional. The trigger defines the conditions under which an
operator w~be fired The keywords 'TRIGGEREDBY ALL" indicate the
operator can be fired if new data values are present in all of the input data
streams named in the id-list. 'Ihe id-list cao contain any non-empty subset
of the input data streams for the operator. A data stream has a new data
value if there has been a write operation on the stream after the most recent
read operation on the stream. The new data value can be equal to the previous data value if the arguments of two comecutive write operations are the
same. The natural dataflow firing d e corresponds to a 'TRIGGERED BY
A L L higgering condition that lists all of the input data streams of the
operator.
The keywords "TRIGGERED BY SOME" indicate the operator can
be fired if there is a new data value on at least one of the data streams
named in the id-list. A null trigger is equivalent to a "TRIGGEREDBY
SOME" that lists all the input data streams of the operator.
The triggering conditions of the operators implicitly determine the
types of the data streams. A stream is a datatlow stream if it appears in a
"TRIGGERED BY ALL" constraint of the consumer operator and is a sampled stream otherwise.
The conditions under which an operator can be fired are defined
above. The conditions under which an operator must be fired depend on the
timing constraints associated with the operator. Periodic operators must be
fired once in each period in which the new data values required by the
triggering condition are available. Sporadic operators with a maximum
response time must be fired withi0 the specified time interval, which starts
at the instant all of the new data values required by the triggering condition
become available. Sporadic operators without a maximum response time
must be fired after some finite but potentially unbounded delay if the input
data required by the triggering condition is available and the output data
streams are not full. One consequence of the rule for non time-critical
sporadic operators is that the data in sampled input streams of such an
operator can be overwritten several times before the operator fires. This
can also occur if a producer and the consumer are periodic and the producer
has a shorter period. Such behavior is considered normal for sampled
streams, and no errors are reported.
Delays for non time-critical operators can be due to lack of spare processor time or to full output streams. Delays due to full output streams w~
only be caused by dataflow streams produced by sporadic operators without
timing constraints. Sampled streams are never full because the value in a
sampled stream can be overwritten at any time. Operators with timing constraints must f i at specified times, and if the required input data is not
available or if there is no room for the output data, the result is a stream
error.
The second part of the triggering condition is the guard, which is a
boolean expression depending on the inpur values and locallv available
(1)

(2)
(3)

triggerinLcondition =
"OPERATOR" id "TRIGGERED" ["BY trigger] ["IF' guard]
trigger = "ALL"id-list I "SOME" id-list
Fig. I PSDL Triggering Conditions

state information. A null guard is always true. When an operator fires, it
reads one data value from each of its input streams. If the guard is true for
these values the0 the output values of the operator are calculated, and otherwise the firing of the operator terminates immediately without p'oducing
any output. In particular, if the guard is false the operator cannot raise any
exception conditioas or perform any diverging computations.
Constraints for controlling output are called wtput guards. There
can be an output guard associated with each output data stream. An output
guard is a boolean expression that can depend on the input data of the
operator, locally available state information, and the calculated output
valws. A null output guard is always true. An output value is written into
an output stream of an operator if the operator is triggered, calculates its
output values, a d the output guard associated with the stream is true. If the
output g u d associted with a stream is false,then notbing is written into the
stream. Output guards can be used to selectively disable some of the outputs of an operator.
2.5. Scheduling ConstrpInts

There are two implicit constraiots on the order in which PSDL operators can be scheduled to fire, the dataflow precedence constraint and the
non-interfere& constraint. The dataflow precedence constraint requires
the initial tiring of all operators with timing constraints to occur in an order
consistent with the dataflow ordering, which is defined in terms of the
PSDL computational model as follows. Construct the precedence graph
by taking all of the nodes in the augmented graph G defined at the beginning of section 2, and taking only the edges of G that do not have explicitly
declared initial values. Since any cycle of G must contain at least one edge
with a declared initial value in a well formed PSDL prograni, the precedence graph is acyclic. The dataflow ordering is the transitive closure of
the precedence graph, which results in a saict pattial ordering. For any pair
of operators (a, b), if a precedes b in the datatlow ordering ttKn a must be
scheduled to fire before b is scheduled to fire for the first h e .
Fig. 8 illustrates the scheduling constraints imposed by the dataflow
ordering. Part (a) shows an augmented graph, (b) shows the corresponding
precedence graph, assuming the data stream w has a declared initial value,
and (c) shows an initial segment of a two processor schedule consistent
with the dat~aflowordering. All of the operators in the example are assumed
to be periodic with a period of at least 8 time units.
The non-interference constraint requires all operators to be scheduled
SO that the sequence of output values produced by each operator is the same
as the one produced by a schedule in which each operator receives the same
sequence of input values and no two execution intervals of the same operator overlap in time. This constraint prevents output values from getting out
of order and prevents interferencebetween two different transactions at the
same state machine. These propelties are important because they allow the
unirication of control flow and data flow decomposition criteria [ 8 ] . No res-

(c)

processor1

processor 2

B

A

I 1
0

D

1 1 1 1
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5

t i I
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Fig. 8 The Dataflow Scheduling Constraint
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triction on the overlap of execution intervals is needed for distioct operators
because states of distinct operators are hkpendent and all data references
in PSDL are strictly localized. The non-interference coostraiotis similar to
the serializability property used to defioe concunency control quirements
for databases.
3. scheduarogImp~tiom
The timing comtraints for a sporadic operator can be specified in the
same way regardless of whether the producer of the triggeringdata value is
subject to timing coostraints, but the scheduling problem differs for the two
cam. The usual way to guarantee ea& operator will receive enough processor time to meet its deadlines in all caqes is to statically allocate time
slots long enough to eccommodate the worst case execution time of each
time-critical operator. In this approach, a l l timecritical operators appear in
a static schedule, and all non timbcritical operators are scheduled
dynamically in time slots that are not needed for the execution of timecritical operators. If the producer of the triggering data value has PSDL
timing constraints, then it will appear in the static schedule, so that the start
of the scheduling intmal for the sporadic operator can be determined
exactly when the schedule is coostnrcted (seeFig. 6). If the producer of the
triggering data value does not have PSDL timing coostraintS, then the exact
arrival time of the triggering data value is not known at the time the static
schedule is coostruded, and the schedule must be based on a m g e of posible arrival times. Such an operator can be schecluledas if it were periodic,
with an equivalent period P given by
P = min(MB, MRT - MET)
and a deadline equal to MET [12]. We suggest the following set of
refinements to this well known approach. ’Ihese refinements sometimes
allow valid sched& to be constructed where the basic approach would not
6nd a valid scbedule, at the expense of complicating the construdion of the
static schedule.
Apply the equivalent period only if the producer of the triggering
data value is not in the static schedule.
Treat P as an upper bound on the period between execution intervals, rather thao an exact specification of the equivalent period.
The static schedule may contain areas of conge&ion due to o h r
periodic operators, which can sometimes be bxidged by scheduling
the sporadic operator at shorter intervals just before the congested
time period. This strategy worts by adjusting the phase of the
equivalent period to match the end of an execution interval for the
sporadic operator to the beginning of the congested period in the
static schedule, thereby allowing mmt effective use of a bridging
span of length P.
Using multiple processors in cases where P < MET if execution
intervals of the sporadic operator can be allowed to overlap without
violating the second scheduling consuaint defined in section 2.5.
One case where this is possible is for operators without intemal
states for which
(maximum execution time) - (minimum em.cution time) < P/N

where N is the number of processors used. This mtriction is
needed to make sure output values do not get out of order. The strategy can be made more widely applicable by arcifidally adding
delays to ensure each operator writes its results into h e output data
streams only at the end of an execution interval of length MET.
The first schedulig coostmint of sedon 2.5 has sometimes been
treated by performing a topological sort of the operators with respect to the
dataflow ordering. This is appropriate for single processor implementations. In multiple processor implementations, however, undetermined
aspects of the datdow ordering can be exploited, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

A maximum calling period. This kind of colrptraint is useful for
describing systems with a minimum r e M rate, such as displays or
dynamic memories. Such a cooStniot should be linted to a default
data value to be supplied in case new data does not arrive within the
specified timeout period. Cumntly such constraints can be
expressed using timers qxi extra operators, but such a description
contains details that are not logically wcessary.
A minimum response time. This kind of coostmint is useful for
driving external systems with maximum data rates, such as communications chsnnels, or sporadic operators with specified
minimum calling periods.
More research is d e d to determine ways to effedivelv schedule
operators on multiple processors. Scme Specific research-questions
identified in this paper are to detennine easily decidable conditions under
whic41scheduling algorithm can safely schedule two different 6rings of the
same operator in overlapping time intervals, and methods for s t a t i d y
determining the absence of potential error conditions.
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